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Students and administrators targeted by
anonymous threats
BILL GARDNER | SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

ANNA LIBERTIN | COLLEGIAN

Students and administrators said they received threatening calls and emails from
internet trolls — people who personally attack individuals after finding their information posted online — after Kenyon media outlets’ coverage of the Whiteness Group and
The Good Samaritan were picked up by right-wing media sites.
Juniper Cruz ’19, the founder of the Whiteness Group said she received phone calls
from two people who threatened to rape and kill her. She said she was not sure how they
obtained her number, but she said the phone calls have become less frequent over the
past two weeks.
“The comments were very much describing in very vivid detail both my rape and
my murder,” Cruz said. “Just these very violent sexual assault-y comments.”
These calls and emails come after outlets including Fox News and The Weekly Standard published articles about the nature of The Good Samaritan’s cancellation. Several of these articles were misleading, for example making claims that the College canceled the play, when it was actually the playwright who did so. The articles also drew a
connection between the canceled play and the formation of the Whiteness
page 2
Group, suggesting that it illustrated College censorship of white people.

First-gen graduation rates
higher than U.S. average
EMILY BIRNBAUM
NEWS EDITOR
DYLAN MANNING
STAFF WRITER

First-generation students at Kenyon
graduate at higher rates than first-generation students nationwide. While this statistic is not surprising — Kenyon’s six-year
graduation rate is 30 percent higher than
the national average — it is significant that
first-generation students at Kenyon graduate at similar, or even higher, rates than students with college-educated parents.
First-generation students are commonly defined as those whose parents have not
completed bachelor’s degrees. First-generation college students are less likely to
graduate than students with college-educated parents, according to a recent study
by the U.S. Education Department’s National Center for Education Statistics. The
drop-out rate for first-generation students
who started college in 2003 was 33 percent,
compared to 14 percent for students with
college-educated parents.
At Kenyon, 89.3 percent of the 2003 cohort graduated within six years, while 87
percent of first-generation students in the
cohort graduated within the same amount
of time, according to information obtained
from the Office of Institutional Research.
Jacky Neri Arias ’13, assistant director
of the Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (ODEI), said these numbers make her
feel like the College is “doing something
right.”
Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity
& Inclusion and Professor of English Ted
Mason cautioned against the validity of the
Education Department’s study because it
does not factor in complicating variables

such as gender and socioeconomic status.
It also does not control for the kinds of
schools that students in the study attended,
which have different graduation rates overall.
There are several programs in place
to assist first-generation Kenyon students
with the challenges they face throughout
their time at college. The Kenyon Educational Enrichment (KEEP) program offers students of color and first-generation
college students the opportunity to take
classes at Kenyon the summer before their
first year. Recognizing Each Other’s Ability to Conquer the Hill (REACH) is a peermentoring program for underrepresented
students. First Steps is a support program
for first-generation students specifically.
“When you decide that you want to diversify your student body, the first step is to
get a diverse population here,” Mason said.
“Another step is, ‘They’re here, but what is it
about this place that might raise things for
which students might need support?’”
REACH hosts workshops and programs throughout the year to help students
with tasks such as writing resumes, studying and self-care. Brittany Beckley ’20, student coordinator for the REACH program,
said 20-25 people typically attend these
events.
REACH students can apply to the Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion for
funds to pay for textbooks, travel and
emergency situations.
Kristen Edgeworth ’20 and Paola Liendo ’20, who are first-generation students,
said that KEEP was helpful during their
transition from high school to college, but
their experiences as first-generation are
still marked by alienation from parents
and peers.
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Village of Gambier joins municipalities in lawsuit against Ohio
BAILEY BLAKER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Village of Gambier joined a coalition of Ohio municipalities in a class action
lawsuit against the Ohio State Legislature
on Nov. 6. The coalition is represented by
the Ohio Municipal League (OML), a nonprofit organization that represents the interests of Ohio municipalities.
The lawsuit was filed in response to
changes made to municipal tax codes by
the most recent Ohio operating budget,
which became effective June 29, 2017. This
new system would affect municipalities,
which are any incorporated city or village with its own government, by changing the way these cities can collect income
tax. Instead of allowing each municipality to collect income tax locally, the budget requires companies and employers to

file their income taxes directly to the state
government via an online platform. The
state would then remit the revenue collected from these taxes to the municipalities
at a fee of one percent, the effect of which
would vary depending on the size of each
city and its reliance on tax revenue for operation. The new system will cause smaller municipalities to lose money through
this additional fee and through the potential inefficiencies with the online filing
system. Like most other municipalities,
Gambier, which has an income tax rate of
1.5 percent, collects a large portion of its
annual operating funds from this tax-generated revenue.
This change has prompted a strong reaction from municipalities because it is
an example of government overreach, and
strips away a city’s constitutional right
to fiscal autonomy, according to page 3
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CORRECTIONS
The Collegian mistakenly said that Outdoors Club took a trip to Mansfield Snow Trails in
the Feb. 15 article “From one hill to another: Mansfield a hub for winter sports.” In fact, they
went to Mad River Mountain in Valley Hi, Ohio. We regret the error.
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College revamps its
anti-hazing training
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

This year, the College offered new anti-hazing training sessions to Greek organizations. While the the Office
of Students Rights and Responsibilities took additional measures to communicate
what Kenyon’s hazing policy
is, the policy itself has remained the same, according
to Director of Student Rights
and Responsibilities James
Jackson.
The trainings organized
by the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities
took place between Jan. 30 to
Feb. 1. In previous years, the
Office of Students Rights and
Responsibilities
explained
the hazing policy only to new
members but now all Greek
students must attend the informational sessions.
The student handbook
defines hazing as “any action or situation, regardless
of intention, whether on or
off Kenyon premises, that
results in or has the potential of resulting in physical,
mental or emotional harm;
discomfort; embarrassment;
harassment; or distress to a
group’s members or prospective members.”
“I knew that many students hadn’t read the student
handbook,” Jackson said.
“No one reads the student
handbook until they already
have violated rules.” Jackson
said one of the purposes of
having the sessions was to
increase student awareness
of what the policy is and why
it is in place.
“This was the first year
that active members received
hazing education in an effort to equip the entire Greek
community with consistent
information,” Laura Kane,
director of student engagement and assistant dean of
students, wrote in an email
to the Collegian.
Some Greek members

thought that the definition
of hazing given at the session was too vague. “I think
it is really general. I think
it is a little too broad, but I
understand why it is broad
like that,” Aidan Murphy ’20
said. Murphy is a member of
the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, but said he wasn’t speaking for the organization.
Murphy said that activities
that might not be considered
hazing at first thought can
fall under the College’s definition of hazing.
Both Kane and Jackson
said they had heard student
criticism about the policy
being too general. “We welcome feedback from students regarding the policy
and educational trainings as
it demonstrates that our students care deeply about the
issue of hazing,” Kane wrote.
“We strive to partner with
students in creating a safe,
respectful environment for
each organization, especially
during the new member education period.”
In addition to the information sessions, the Report
of Concern, a document used
to to report actions that may
be incidents of hazing, was
previously but is now confidential is now anonymous. “I
think that [requiring names]
could be a barrier in how students are reporting,” Jackson
said. “All we are asking for is
enough information.” There
have been no reports of hazing this year, according to
Jackson.
Other colleges also have
an anonymous reporting
process for hazing and other
concerning behaviors, according to Kane. “It encourages students and other community members to make a
report without fear of retaliation,” she wrote.
Jackson hopes that the
sessions helped students become more aware of the policy and that they are discussing it.
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Global Kenyon: War in
Afghanistan
EVEY WEISBLAT
STAFF WRITER

There were over 10,000 civilian casualties
in the war in Afghanistan last year, according a UN report released on Feb. 15. The report said that 27 percent of the 3,348 civilian
deaths that occurred were a result of direct attacks on civilians.
Though this statistic represents a nine percent drop in casualties from the previous year,
it demonstrates a continued trend of high
levels of civilian casualties. “It is the fourth
consecutive year where we’ve seen more than
10,000 civilians killed or injured,” Danielle
Bell, human rights director for United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, told
the Guardian.
The scale of this statistic makes it nearly
impossible to conceptualize on any kind of
personal level, according to Visiting Assistant
Professor of English Ghassan Abou-Zeineddine, who teaches a class on Anglophone Arab
Literature. “I think it’s a matter of humanizing
the conflict. In all the conversations we have
here [on campus], we tend to lose sight of the
human factor,” he said. While Abou-Zeineddine admits that “books don’t save lives,” he
said that reading literature on the experiences
of those living in the Middle East can lead us
to “seeing the conflict with a panoramic view.”
Nurten Kilic-Schubel, associate professor of history, said that Western ignorance is
often the first impediment to developing the
conversation about wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq. “I would call that a narrative of pretend,”
she said. “We pretend it’s a moral war, [we]
pretend it’s not happening.”
She said that increasing the visibility of
these conflicts, especially in American politics, is essential to rousing Americans from
their apathy. “One thing [we can do], as both
American citizens and global citizens, is to
make the war visible in America. That’s always my frustration, that we only discuss it in
the context of Global Kenyon, in the context
of these reports.”
Kilic-Schubel argues that the epidemic of
gun violence in the United States can be related to the war in Afghanistan more so than
it might at first seem. “[There’s] a close connection between the gun violence, the arms
trade, and the militarization of the Middle
East. They’re not two different things,” she
said. Kilic-Schubel added that it is important
to recognize how the history of American imperialism has contributed to the emergence of
Middle Eastern conflicts and has led, if indirectly, to the deaths of these civilians.
“That sort of brings the question: How can
we talk about the conflict in the Middle East,
[not] framing this as a zone of exception,”
Kilic-Schubel said. “Linking the violence and
conflict with the histories of imperialism and
histories of geopolitical competition.”
Kilic-Schubel said that our political discussions on the turmoil in Afghanistan and
other Middle Eastern countries would improve by focusing on the individual human
effects, rather than on some broad idea of national security. It’s about choosing to emphasize human lives, she said.
“Oftentimes the discussion of wars is presented in terms of security, the security of human lives never really [comes up],” she said.
“It’s all about national security, state security
— never about human security.”

Masculinity Meals hosts first dinner at KI
JUSTIN SUN
FEATURES EDITOR

When Assistant Director of
Student Engagement Sam Filkins
first started Masculinity Meals, he
found that people couldn’t define
healthy masculinity.
“Something that was problematic was, when we first started this,
we asked folks ‘What does healthy
masculinity look like?’ People
couldn’t really give us an answer,”
Filkins said. “They could just tell
us what it wasn’t.”
That’s why this last Tuesday,
the program brought together 11
students who identify as men in
the Newman Room of the Kenyon Inn to share a meal and discuss what masculinity means to
them. Masculinity Meals is part
of a larger group of programs
across college campuses that aim
to help students rethink their
masculinity. A 2016 article from
Inside Higher Ed reported the rise
of “masculinity groups” at other
colleges like Trinity College, University of Massachusetts Amherst
and University of Missouri.
Kenyon’s version comes at a
time when the College is both addressing the roles of other identities on campus and confronting its own history of handling
reports of sexual misconduct on
campus. Three weeks ago, Ken-

yon made national news for student and faculty backlash against
James Michael Playwright-inResidence and Professor of Drama Wendy MacLeod’s play The
Good Samaritan, which coincided
with the founding of a Whiteness
Group. Similar to masculinity
groups, Whiteness Group encourages students to grapple with how
their identities might privilege
them.
Filkins did not initially set out
to start a masculinity group. He
originally wanted to address the
lack of male participants in his
leadership programs, but when a
colleague told him about masculinity programs at other colleges,
he changed course.
Filkins and Office of Student
Engagement Intern Kelsey Trulik
’18 spent several months researching how to implement an effective masculinity group at Kenyon. They studied similar groups
at other colleges, read books on
masculinity and held three focus
groups with Kenyon students. The
first focus group consisted of only
Kenyon students who identified
as men and the second consisted
of only Kenyon students who did
not identify as men. The last group
was open to all students.
“People had said they didn’t
have a space where these kinds
of conversations happen,” Filkins

said. “We wanted to create a space
that was conversation driven.”
Last Tuesday, Filkins and Trulik tested out the result of their research. The event started out with
introductions and a few ground
rules — Filkins urged the participants to keep what was specifically said (but not what was talked
about) in the room. But otherwise,
conversation was fairly unmediated.
“Taking a moment for self-reflection only happens when other
people aren’t telling you how to
think,” Filkins said.
Filkins began the conversation with a speed-dating activity
intended to open up the group to
discussions of masculinity. Participants sat in rows of chairs
facing each other and held brief
conversations with each other
before moving one chair to their
right and starting another conversation with their new partner.
Filkins used questions to spark
each “date.”
He sent the list of questions to
the group relating to masculinity
over email in case they wanted
to use them outside of the event.
Some of these include, “When was
the last time you had an honest/
vulnerable conversation with another person?” and “I am most
cognizant of being masculine

when…”
Over the rest of the threecourse meal, participants alternated between small talk and
discussions on masculinity. They
addressed both how it works in
their own lives and at Kenyon in
general. The group was split into
two tables to make the conversations more intimate. As one table
discussed the intersections of
race and masculinity, the other
discussed how all-male environments can breed negative behavior. Filkins and Trulik sat at a
separate table and mostly kept to
themselves, but at the end, they
were pleased with how the event
went.
“The success of this program
is really down to the people that
participate,” Filkins said. “I think
that we had a really great group
tonight.”
Filkins and Trulik are prepared to keep improving the formula. In the future, they want to
broaden the conversation by allowing more people to participate.
“It’s baby steps, honestly,” Trulik said. “[Filkins and I] personally
do a lot of reflection between the
two of us, so we’ll probably talk for
a really long time tomorrow about
this and see where we want to go
from there.”
Ronan Elliott contributed reporting.

Cities, villages fight to control tax collection
Continued from Page 1

Mayor Kachen Kimmell. “They [the Ohio
Legislature] have passed laws in recent
years trying to capture that municipal income tax,” Kimmell said. “We in the municipalities are very defensive about this,
because we think that it is a real attempt
to usurp what this constitutional provision is, which is called home rule.”
Gambier’s involvement in the lawsuit
began as a response to language within
the original bill that would make tax collection inefficient and expensive for the
Village. Though this specific language

was removed during the bill’s revision,
Gambier still remains committed to the
case.
Roughly 50 percent of those who file
income tax with Gambier don’t live within the Village, according to Kimmell.
“Our town is a really good example of this
[bill being potentially harmful to municipalities],” she said. “Probably half the
people that work at Kenyon come from
either Mount Vernon or commute from
other places where they raise their families. And all those people pay income tax
to Gambier. [Income tax] is the heart of
the income of every single municipality.”

Though this lawsuit started in 2017,
it is still in a preliminary stage. Franklin County Common Pleas Court Judge
David Cain presided over an injunction
hearing in the lawsuit this past week, according to the OML website.
The cities and villages in the suit asked
that Judge Cain issue an injunction that
would prevent the budget provision from
going into effect before Feb. 24.
If the injunction is not granted, municipalities will be required to pass ordinances allowing the state to centrally collect the net profits tax. If they do not, they
could lose the ability to levy any tax at all.

First-generation students experience isolation
Continued from Page 1

Edgeworth, Liendo and Neri Arias said they
struggle to translate their experiences in college
to their parents. “It leads to a disconnect where
a lot of other people can maintain better relationships with their families once they’ve gone
to college, and it’s much harder if your parents
can’t relate to what you’re talking about,” Edgeworth said.
Neri Arias, who is first-generation, said
many parents of first-generation students don’t
relate to the all-encompassing nature of college
life. “If your parents didn’t go through the college experience, they can’t possibly understand
what it means to do anything outside of the
classroom,” Neri Arias said.
First-generation students made up 10 percent of the 2013 Kenyon cohort. On a campus
where approximately 90 percent of students
have parents that received bachelor’s degrees,

Liendo and Edgeworth felt their identity was
made invisible.
“I feel like people don’t really have misconceptions about first-gen college students because they don’t really think that they’re real,”
Liendo said.
Edgeworth and Liendo recounted a recent
conversation where several students were agreeing that college had not lived up to their expectations. “I was like, ‘I didn’t have any expectations about college, I didn’t even know if I was
going to go to college,’” Edgeworth said.
Liendo felt these students assumed being a
first-generation student had little bearing on
one’s college experience. “There seemed to be
this idea between the non-first-gen students that
their experience wasn’t different from our own,”
Liendo said. “To say that we had similar experiences is dishonest.”
Edgeworth said it is frustrating to watch other students take the opportunities they are given
for granted.

“We aren’t afforded that same offhanded,
‘Oh yeah, of course I’m in college,’” Liendo said.
Taking advantage of the College’s first-generation support systems takes time and energy.
Beckley said she spends a significant portion
of her time using the resources at her disposal:
She goes to professors’ office hours, the Writing
Center, ODEI, REACH workshops, the Career
Development Office and much more.
Beckley said this level of engagement is atypical, but all of the first-generation students she
knows put in enormous amounts of work to
stay afloat. “My peers wouldn’t just sit there and
struggle and not look out for help,” Beckley said.
Edgeworth said she wishes there was more
education around what it means to be first-generation.
“It’s frustrating to constantly have to remind
myself and reassert to other people that this is
a different world and there are so many other
challenges associated with this whole thing,”
Edgeworth said.
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ON THE RECORD

TOM NICHOLS

AUTHOR AND PROFESSOR OF NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS
GABRIELLE HEALY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Dr. Tom Nichols is a professor at the Harvard Extension School and the U.S. Naval
War College. Nichols is a prominent member
of the NeverTrump movement. His views are
his own, not those of his employer. His most
recent book is The Death of Expertise, and
he spoke on Feb. 19.
For those who haven’t read the book,
or the Federalist article, could you briefly
summarize what you’re talking about in
The Death of Expertise?
Why is it that people now think they’re
smarter than experts? Not why are they
skeptical of experts — that’s normal. But
rather, how did people reach such a level
of arrogance that they think that they are
smarter than people who do things for a living?
I think this is one place the book has always been misunderstood. Somehow people think I mean that you have to be slavishly deferential to experts in all situations.
Look, my house burned pretty badly in a
house fire. And there were all these painters, and contractors and electricians, and
they’re all talking to each other and I had
no idea, I
was clueless. I finally just
said, “You guys do whatever you need to
do.” Even people in the trades have people
following them around saying, “What are
you doing there? What kind of wire is that?”

Well, would you know? Plumbers and electricians are experts. We don’t all have to be
good at the same thing.
You wrote that “The idea of telling students that professors run the show and
know better than they do strikes many
students as something like uppity lip from
the help.” What experiences caused you to
make this claim?
Very few of them with me, because I don’t
allow it. But I have had colleagues telling me
a lot of stories. One story I told in the book
was a graduate student who said that he was
a natural A student and that if he didn’t get
an A, it reflected on the poor quality of my
instruction. Like, the default grade is an A,
and you have to get me to that. And if you
can’t, you’re a lousy teacher. That to me is
a complete inversion of the role of student
and teacher. It’s not your job to determine
whether you’re a natural A student — that’s
my determination. I’ve had students argue a
grade with me, well you gave me this grade,
and I think I deserved that grade. I’m willing to hear a student out, I’m human, teachers make mistakes. I’m willing to re-read an
exam or re-read a paper but by and large,
students seem to forget that only one of us
is empowered to make the decision about
what a grade should be.
How do you think conservative students who are trying to think critically
about these issues, while considering the

Trump administration’s turmoil, can move
forward?
The trap conservatives are falling into, is
that they are getting bought off here and there
by policies they happen to like. I would argue
that thoughtful conservatives are conservatives precisely because they care about classical notions of civic virtue. This is why we are
different, and I don’t say this in a deprecating
way. This is what makes us different from progressives. Progressives are interested in policy
outcomes in the near term that will help them
build a better society. Right, they’re interested in change. That’s inherent in the nature of
the word progressive. They’re moving away
from something in the past, and by instituting policies they can create a new kind of society. Conservatives, by their nature, conserve.
We’re trying to limit. We’re not about the expansion of government power — we’re about
the limitation of government power. And this
is just an honest difference we have with progressives. I would argue that Trump has no
interest in that difference. Trump is interested
primarily in Trump. He just doesn’t care. I
think what young conservatives should think
about is what kind of foundation of civic virtue is this government mortgaging for particular policies that may or may not even still be
in effect 20 years down the line. Without civic
virtues, policies are ephemeral and Trump is
depleting the small reservoir of civic virtue
that we had left.
How could the problems you raised in

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

SHANE CANFIELD

The Death of Expertise be resolved?
I think it’s up to you. I think that the people
who have now gone out on the ledges are not
coming back.
And maybe it’s because of my generation.
I’m not really a boomer, not really an X-er. You
know, we had seen Watergate, we had seen
the fall in Vietnam. And maybe we were too
cynical, maybe we were just a little too cynical. Maybe your generation can strike a better
balance. The boomers were in love with themselves, the X-ers were withdrawn, and weren’t
involved. You know how critical I am of the
millennials for being self-absorbed and whiny.
But you know, for all my criticisms of the millennials, right now you’re the generation I’m
placing my hope in. Maybe that’s one of the
reasons I’m so hard on you.
This interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
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Harpsichordist will bring a fresh perspective to Bach classic
Adam Pearl’s performance will take “Goldberg Varations” back to its roots on harpsichord.
ZACK EYDENBERG
STAFF WRITER

Adam Pearl wants to change how
people think about the harpsichord.
His performance this Saturday, Feb.
24, will showcase the instrument
with the extensive Baroque classic,
Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Goldberg
Variations.”
“I love this piece to death,” Pearl
said. “I’ve been playing it for quite a
while now, and I don’t get sick of it.”
Pearl is the principal harpsichordist for Philadelphia’s Baroque
Orchestra, called Tempesta Di
Mare, and a faculty instructor for
harpsichord and keyboard at the
Peabody Conservatory.
While studying piano at Peabody, Pearl took a class on the harpsichord, a 400-year-old keyboard
that achieved peak prominence in
the 17th and 18th centuries. “[That
class] was the first time I’d ever
played a harpsichord,” he said, “and,
I don’t know, I found myself being
really good at it, and liking the music a lot.” Pearl also enjoys the “freedom of interpretation” that comes
with working with an instrument
and a repertoire that are this old.
Pearl specialized in harpsichord
at the graduate level and ended up
teaching the very class he took.
“I’ve taught that keyboard class for
the past 11 years,” he said. While
compositions for harpsichord continue to emerge today, Pearl specializes in historical performance.
He researches, interprets and performs pieces from the harpsichord’s
original period of popularity, the
Baroque era. The harpsichord was
eventually replaced as the most

popular keyboard by the more advanced pianoforte (or piano, for
short) of the Classical Period in the
later 18th century.
Pearl also enjoys the particular mechanism of the harpsichord.
While piano keys operate hammers
which strike strings, harpsichord
keys are attached to “little quills,
made out of bird feathers,” called
plectra, which pluck at the string (although the synthetic delrin largely
replaced bird quills in new harpsichords by the 20th century). Because the instrument plucks rather
than strikes, a harpsichordist cannot change the dynamic, or volume,
of each note by pressing the key
harder or softer.
“There’s a completely different technique involved,” Pearl said.
“With piano, you’re throwing a lot of
your body weight into it, and you’re
striking the key in a controlled way.
With harpsichord, you can feel,
when you push down the key, where
the pluck happens, the resistance.”
Limited in terms of its dynamic
capabilities, the harpsichord focuses
instead on harmony and timing.
Pearl does a lot of “continuo playing,” a Baroque practice that involves a moving bassline, performed
by a cello or another low instrument, supplemented by harmony,
sometimes improvised, from one or
more other instruments. “Not only
do you have this kind of flexibility
of freedom, but you’re improvising
based on chords,” Pearl said.
This practice is entirely based
around how different notes interact
with each other over time. Pearl describes this interaction as the “root
of the expressive nature of baroque

COURTESY OF ADAM PEARL

Adam Pearl is a classically-trained keyboardist who specializes in the harpsichord, a 400-year-old
precursor to the piano. He will perform Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Goldberg Variations” on Feb. 24.

music.” While harmony and timing remain important features of
instrumental music to this day,
technological developments have allowed composers to make their music powerful in other ways, and so
few types of music are as focused on
these shifts between chords. “That
sort of thing appeals to me a lot,”
Pearl added.

Pearl said that he inevitably
meets people who hate the harpsichord. “It kind of stuns me, but if
you listen to recordings of the harpsichord from the 1940s, ’50s, ’60s,
it sounds terrible. The instruments
don’t sound good, they sound kind
of metallic,” he said.
But over time, through research
and practice, musicians like Pearl

have rediscovered the capabilities of
the harpsichord.
“The harpsichord is actually an
incredibly expressive instrument,”
he said. “I want people to understand how expressive it can actually
be, how warm and rich the sound of
it can be.”
Adam Pearl will perform in Brandi Recital Hall on Saturday, Feb. 24.

GLCA New Writers Award tour makes a stop at Finn House
Charles Boyer and Randall Horton share personal stories and excerpts from their works.
ULYSSES YARBER
STAFF WRITER

On Monday night, novelist
Charles Boyer, a recipient of the
Great Lakes College Association
(GLCA) New Writers Award,
was bashful when acknowledging his accomplishment: “I heard
about this award when I first
started writing, and after I won I
looked up some of the recipients
— Alice Monroe, Ford — and I
thought, ‘Oh, wow, they must
have made a mistake!’”
Two of the New Writers
Award winners read from selected works at Finn House on
Monday night. Poet and memoirist Randall Horton read from
his piece Hook: A Memoir, which
depicts his experiences with incarceration, homelessness and
marginalization in America, and
Boyer read from his novel History’s Child, a mix of poetry and
prose about the life of a child in

SHANE CANFIELD

Randall Horton, a poet and memoirist, read from Hook: A Memoir.

Poland during World War II.
Boyer’s book was inspired by
the life of his wife’s father, and
his experience as a child working for the Home Army against
Stalin in Eastern Poland. He was

fascinated after visiting his stepfather’s village. It contained so
much history, from 40-year-old
bullet holes in the walls to conspicuous artifacts, like the saber
his wife found, hidden during

the Napoleonic wars.
Boyer was also struck by how
the community resembled his
own small hometown in Alabama. The stories of his fatherin-law’s childhood reminded
him so much of his own. From
there he was able to create a
character from his own experience, his stepfather’s story and
historical research. The images
he created are striking in their
simplicity, vignettes that feel
personal even if they are unfamiliar to the audience.
Horton began writing when
he was sentenced to 15 years of
prison and participated in a program that asked inmates to write
essays about their experiences.
While his memoir reflects his
previous work with poetry, his
first independent writing was
fiction, which he began after one
of the program’s instructors encouraged him to continue writing. Since finding a way to cap-

ture his experiences, he now has
multiple correspondences with
inmates who have influenced his
writing and helped him create a
place to reflect upon his memories. Horton is an associate professor of English at the University of New Haven in Connecticut.
Horton’s style felt as charged as
his content, his reading full of
energy and feeling.
Ely Peteet ’21, who attended
the event, found Horton’s words
powerful. “It makes his works
flexible to emotion and the inner workings of a single person,
which made the stories fresh
and vivid,” he said.
Kenyon was a stop on Boyer
and Horton’s GCLA tour; they
have already visited Denison
University and Albion College.
The award is celebrating its
45th anniversary. “Writing puts
mind and body together in a
very healing way,” Horton said,
reflecting on the evening.
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Greenhouse adds color to a dreary February
KIM DAVIDSON

The main area of the greenhouse attached to the Fischman Wing of Higley Hall houses a variety of plants available for use in the biology department. The space is also
available to students, the Kenyon Farm and the Brown Family Environmental Center for both individual and classroom experiments as well as the cultivation of new crops.
DORA SEGALL
FEATURES EDITOR

is an economics major. In addition
to working with Bickford, Haling
Snow and ice coated all of Ke- and Baitan regularly collaborate
nyon’s campus on the afternoon with Biology Materials and Laboraof Sunday, Feb. 11, but the green- tory Technical Director Darcy Blanhouse was as warm and bright as kenhorn, who manages the greenever when I met Meaghan Haling house and oversees the equipment,
’19 to look around. She had been soil and other materials used in the
caring for the plants for a while be- space.
fore I arrived. “When it was coming
The first thing I noticed upon
down in here earlier with the rain, it entering the greenhouse is an array
sounded great in here,” she said.
of plants directly to the left of the
Haling is one of two students door. This is the teaching collection,
employed under Assistant Professor which includes an assortment of orof Biology Chris Bickford to care for chids, canopied by a water-soaked
the space’s current collection. The mesh tarp to keep the air around
job involves watering, repotting and these tropical plants damp; a table
sweeping, among other duties. The filled with cacti; an extensive sucgreenhouse holds
culent
a variety of plants
collection
for display and
It’s a great place and sevresearch. Biology
eral misto go if you’re feeling the
students, the Kecellaneous
winter blues.
nyon Farm and
plants.
the Brown Family
Haling’s
Environmental
personal
Ryder Sammons ’19
Center all rely on
favorite is
its controlled climate and resources. a red hibiscus plant, which had one
Haling began working at the flower in bloom when I returned the
greenhouse during her first year at next day.
Kenyon. Because she was a classics
One of the collection’s more unmajor, she was surprised when she usual features is a group of pitcher
got the job. The greenhouse often plants, which are carnivorous and
employs students from disciplines produce jug-shaped leaves that capother than biology. Bakdaulet Bai- ture and dissolve bugs for nutritan ’20, the other student employee, tion. “It’s terrible to say, but you will

“

find bug sludge inside, so they are
catching something,” Haling said.
The plants came to Kenyon about
two years ago, when a student used
them for a project during her senior
year. “These were her babies,” Haling said.
Another noteworthy specimen is
a plant so large that it is housed in its
own room. Known as “the mother
plant,” the 40-year-old Agave americana, which is commonly called the
century plant, was donated to the
department by Professor Emerita
of Biology Kathryn Edwards. In its
time at Kenyon, it has spawned several offshoot plants, one of which
is 20 years old and remains in the
main area of the greenhouse with
the teaching collection.
“Just the whole concept that this
has been sitting here for 40 years
and it’s not done yet is very wonderful,” Haling said. The century plant
will return to its original home with
Edwards in the next few weeks.
Bickford and Haling agree that
the cacti are the hardest plants in the
teaching collection to work with. “If
I’ve been stabbed by a plant needle,
it’s a cactus,” Haling said. “That’s
about where I’m at with it.” Bickford
added, “They’re armed. They’re well
defended through evolution.”
The biology department first introduced a greenhouse to Kenyon

when they tore down the old biology
building and built Higley Hall. This
occurred in 1969, the same year that
the College first began admitting
female students. The space was rebuilt with updated climate control
technology when Higley was renovated in the late 1990s. Since then,
the greenhouse has seen a variety
of student projects, contributions
to the teaching collection and plant
sales. In 2001, it had a week-long sale
of aloe, jade and other species.
Today, the greenhouse is divided
into three primary sections — the
teaching collection, potting room
and space used by those unaffiliated with the biology department.
The latter is further separated into
sections for experiments under
the biology department, as well as
seed starting for the Kenyon Farm
and Brown Family Environmental
Center. Bickford consolidated the
teaching collection dramatically
at the beginning of this academic
year, selling much of it to faculty in
staff to dedicate more care to only a
few plants from each species. Since
that time, he and Haling have been
working to catalog the plants so they
can be used for courses when professors or students want to look at a
real-life example.
Ryder Sammons ’19 works under
Bickford as an Assistant Teacher for

his Environmental Plant Physiology
lab and began handling plants in the
greenhouse for the course in the fall.
Right now, the class is growing a variety of Encelia, a desert plant which
does not need a lot of water. “If you
were to go into the greenhouse and
look at the plants on the table, they
would be the ones that would look
like they’re dead,” Sammons said.
Working in the greenhouse is not
only a chance for Sammons to get
paid to grow plants and help other
students, but also a learning opportunity. “I’m learning what does work
and doesn’t work,” he said. “Rather
than listening to what [Professor
Bickford is] saying, [I’m listening
to] more so how he’s saying it, and
how he’s presenting the information
to the students, and whether the
students are getting it.” Sammons
hopes to become a high school biology teacher after graduation.
Sammons added that being in
the greenhouse is especially great
during the dead of winter. “The
greenhouse is bright, it’s filled with
plants and it’s warm. It’s a great
place to go if you’re feeling the winter blues,” he said.
The greenhouse is located on the
back end of Fischman Wing in Higley Hall and is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

KIM DAVIDSON

The teaching collection includes several aloe plants (left), orchids (middle) and cacti (right). Assistant Professor of Biology Chris Bickford downsized the collection this year
to improve the quality of care for the plants still on display. Condensing the number of plants has also improved the cataloging process for Bickford and his employees.
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Death Cafe brings candid discussion about loss to Gambier
Over cake and coffee, more than 20 people met to confront the often taboo topic of death.
Mann wanted to start her own
Death Cafe ever since she moved
to Gambier from Columbus in
A Death Cafe is not a space for August. She is a hospice nurse and
grieving. It is not therapy. It is, a Life & Death Coach, a job that
first and foremost, a site for dis- she began after the sudden death
cussion about a frequently avoid- of her sister in 2010. Through her
work, she has noticed an intense
ed topic in our culture.
Jacki Mann, RN, the founder fear of death in American culture.
“It’s all about dyeing your hair,
of Gambier’s first Death Cafe,
made sure to establish this from getting a face lift, staying young
and avoiding death and getting
the start.
“We want to talk about death, old at all cost,” she said. She saw
but where do you go to talk about open conversation as a healthy
it? You don’t go to a party,” she way to address that fear.
It took her a few months to
said to the group. It was a dreary
Saturday morning, yet more than settle in, but now that she has her
20 participants, mostly students, roots, she is excited to bring the
had crowded into the small living discussion to the Hill.
“Every community can benefit
room of Woollam House to listen to Mann. Some were holding from starting the conversation,”
plates of cake and cups of coffee she said. “I feel that it’s something
while others were leaning against I need to offer.”
The Gambier cafe began with
walls.
Death Cafes were concieved by each participant saying their
Swiss sociologist Bernard Crettaz. name and reason for attending.
In 2004, he started hosting gath- The event was open to anyone, so
erings at a restaurant with the ages and experience with death
varied widesole purpose
ly. It was also
of openly discussing death.
We want to talk free, although
Mann did ask
There was no
about death,
formal strucbut where do you go to for donations
for refreshture and no
talk about it? You don’t
ments if anyrestrictions
one was inon who could go to a party.
clined.
come. It was
After inmeant to be Jacki Mann, RN
troductions,
a secular diaMann split the
logue without
judgment. The idea took off from crowd into three smaller groups,
there. Today there are around which then settled into separate rooms. She gave each group
6,000 Death Cafes worldwide.
JUSTIN SUN
FEATURES EDITOR
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ANNMARIE MORRISON

Charlotte Smithson ’19 and Brooke Kohn ’18 listen to another participant as she shares her opinion.

a small bag of questions to spark
discussions, but, for the most part,
let them talk freely. It only took a
few minutes before the conversations took on lives of their own.
To bring the topic closer to
her younger participants, Mann
introduced the concept of “little
deaths.” She asked her participants to think of the smaller losses
in their lives, like the change from
high school to college, and urged
them to think about how these
minor losses had affected them.
“It’s so important right now to
get into that mode of thought,”

Director of Programs for the Kenyon Review Anna Duke Reach advised the college-aged members of
her group. “We’re here to tell you
that putting it off doesn’t help.”
The mood of each conversation
ranged from somber and tearful
to lighthearted and playful. In one
room, a group was engaged in a
sobering discussion about suicide,
while laughter resounded from
the wall next to them. Mann occasionally stopped by each group
to gently guide them with followup questions.
People were surprised when

time was up. With contented expressions, each group returned
to the living room and gathered
around Mann. She asked for some
final thoughts, went over a few
possible times for the next meeting and urged everyone to keep
the conversation going.
Though she said she didn’t have
any expectations for the event, she
was excited by the turnout, especially of students.
“You’re the generation that can
really be the spark of change in
this culture,” she said. “It really
starts with you.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

21

19

22

15

Answer

Nate Rosenberg ’18

Ben Gross ’19

Rhys Pinder ’20

Lindsey Conant ’21

From which Olympic sport did
a Russian husband and wife
pair have their bronze medal
revoked?

Curling

Biathlon

Curling

Gnilruc

Figure skating

How many Russian nationals
have been indicted in the
Russian investigation?

13

14

30

15

I don’t know

Who is the only female author
featured on Old Side’s stained
glass windows?

George Eliot

Jane Austen

Aphra Behn

Oliver VandenBerg

Jane Austen

What was Caples called before it was
named Caples?

Dorm 3

Philander Chase Hall

Building Mcbuilding Face

The brutalist monolith
that God forgot

Gund

Weekly Scores

0

1

0
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Arabic literature presents political, artistic trials to translators

Colloquial and formal dialects of Arabic language complicate, politicize task of translation.
TOMMY JOHNSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

Arabic and English differ in more
than just their alphabets: they follow
different grammatical patterns, have
different rules for word formation and
are written in opposite directions.
Translators, tasked wth bridging languages and cultures, bear enormous artistic and political responsibilities.
Next Monday, Caroline SeymourJorn, an associate professor of Arabic
literature at University of WisconsinMilwaukee, will join Assistant Professor of Arabic Qussay Al-Attabi to discuss translating Arabic literature in
translation. The event will be hosted by
the Kenyon Review and the departments
of English, Modern Languages and Literatures and Middle East and Asian
Studies.
Their conversation, moderated by
Professor of Spanish Katherine Hedeen,
will focus on the current state of Arabic translation and the professors’ own
research. Al-Attabi is translating colloquial poetry from southern Iraq for an
anthology and Seymour-Jorn has translated the work of prominent female novelists in Egypt such as Etidal Osman
and Ibtihal Salem.
In an email to the Collegian, Seymour-Jorn wrote that her interest in
Arabic began during a comparative religions course she took at Kenyon with
the late Professor Denis Baly before she

transferred to The Ohio State University.
For Seymour-Jorn, translators and
publishers have immense power in
shaping how people consider a foreign
language text. For her, a major factor is
Western misperceptions about women
in the Middle East.
“People are often surprised that there
are women writers in the Middle East,”
she said. “By translating something by a
woman, you are opening up a new world
to many people who assume that women in that region cannot speak for themselves.”
Just as Seymour-Jorn’s work calls attention to Egyptian women novelists,
Al-Attabi’s work in progress gives a platform to poets in Iraq’s poorer, southern
agricultural region. These poets would
not otherwise have that platform, since
Arabic colloquial literature, written in
local dialects rather than the standardized formal dialect, is often considered
second-tier. His project would therefore be the first translation of colloquial
Iraqi poetry.
Both professors see clear political implications of their power as translators.
“When a work is translated from a
given cultural tradition, it may be taken
as representative of that tradition,” Seymour-Jorn said, “even though the translator does not intend it to be that way.”
For example, she pointed out that
there is a pressure to sell books, so even
in translated Arabic works there is an

emphasis on themes of sexuality and violence. These depictions reinforce negative stereotypes about Arab people and
culture.
Al-Attabi agreed, saying, “Publishers want to publish sexy topics and that
usually involves themes and tropes and
instances that we as translators do not
necessarily agree with.”
For Al-Attabi, all translation is political, because all translation happens
within certain power relations.
“The choice to translate colloquial
Iraqi poetry is itself a consciously political decision,” he said, “because I am
promoting this kind of literature that
in the canon of Arabic literature has a
secondary status, but what I am doing is
actually pushing it up.”
The significance of translating colloquial poetry lies in the fact that Arabic is what linguists call a diglossic language, meaning it has a formal dialect
and a colloquial dialect for everyday
communication.
Translating colloquial Iraqi poetry
is political on two levels: First, the very
act of translating gives the poetry a status as literature that goes against the diglossic framework. Second, translating
colloquial poetry into a language that
is not diglossic means translators have
to sacrifice this division between formal
and colloquial.
Al-Attabi remarked that this mitigates the secondary status colloquial
poetry has in Arabic, “giving voice to

MATT GARRETT

Assistant Professor of Arabic Qussay AlAttabi will speak on Monday Feb. 26.

those poets who would not otherwise
have their voices heard.”
The two translators will come together to discuss the responsibilities a
translator has and also to appreciate the
artistic value in their work.
“Any good translation is an echo of
the original in a different language,” AlAttabi said.
“There are traces of the original in
the translation,” he said, “but a translation should never be, nor should it
be expected to be, an exact copy of the
original.”
“Arabic Literature in Translation”
will take place in Cheever Room in Finn
House on Monday, Feb. 26 at 4:30 p.m.

By celebrating black culture, Black Panther broadcasts hope
ELIZABETH IDUMA
COLUMNIST

Black Panther shatters the stereotypical superhero movie structure. The box
office smash packs in as much cultural
commentary, comedy and STEM propaganda as a film can handle. Its success is
revolutionary, considering that films celebrating black culture have always had to
combat harmful stereotypes.
In Black Panther, three parties battle
over the throne of Wakanda, as well as
the allocation of the country’s advanced
technology and abundant resources. King
T’Challa (played by Chadwick Boseman)
is the reigning power — the man the audience initially believes is on the “good
side.” He represents a nationalist view
in which the monarch of the country is
dedicated to only helping Wakandans
even though they possess the resources
to aid oppressed peoples overseas. The
White Gorilla Cult, a tribe who lives isolated from the rest of Wakanda, rejects
the monarchy’s technological advances
and values Wakandan tradition. This cult
is introduced as an antagonist looking to
take control of the throne after the death
of the previous king, T’Chaka. The film’s
main antagonist, Erik Killmonger, is not
established until much later.
Killmonger lacks many of the traditional villain characteristics, aside from
his nickname, which refers to his long
list of confirmed kills in military combat.
Killmonger can be considered a representation of the Civil Rights-era Black Panther Party, whose goal was to challenge

COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Chadwick Boseman (top left). Lupita Nyong’o (top right), Letitia Wright (bottom
left) and Michael B. Jordan (bottom right) starred in Ryan Coogler’s Black Panther.

the brutality enacted against the African
American community. Killmonger seeks
justice for the African American community he grew up by using Wakanda’s
weapons to overthrow white oppressors
in America and around the globe. By
casting Michael B. Jordan, a popular, attractive actor, the film defies the traditional trope of good versus evil.
The film’s representation of traditionally “good” characters revolves around
pleasing costumes, toned bodies and a
dedication to justice. While its villains,

are portrayed in a more complex view,
defying the often hideous, lethal and evil
characterizations that abound within the
superhero multiverse. In Black Panther,
Marvel creates a complex battle between
heroes who are not entirely good and villains who are not entirely evil.
Director Ryan Coogler did not have
the option of making a disappointing
film. To be black and considered good
in America, the black film, artist, actor or musician must be far better than
their white counterparts. Opening with

$201.8 million in box office sales — surpassing other white-male-lead films like
Iron Man and Thor — Black Panther has
already proven that it can hold its own
against other films in the superhero canon.
At times, Black Panther’s use of light,
color, holograms, sleek cars and journeys to astral planes felt overblown. If
the film’s writers put more trust into the
appeal of a complex narrative and the
witty, stereotype-demolishing characters
like Shuri (a young, black, female techgenius), and less in the desire to make
a bright, loud two-hour fight scene, the
story may have struck an even stronger
chord with its audience.
Where the artistic design of the film
was not taken too far was in the representation of Africa and the tribes of Wakanda. Rarely do mass audiences enjoy a
movie that takes place almost entirely in
Africa, and even more rarely is the Africa
that we see depicted as stunningly beautiful.
Marvel deserves a standing ovation for
the influence this film will have. A film
where African and African American
cultures are seen as strong and dazzling,
where women can be warriors and scientists who are beautiful without long hair,
light skin or a submissive presence. Black
Panther did what it was supposed to. That
is, it filled theaters across the country —
including theaters in rural Ohio — with
people willing to celebrate black culture
,and it filled people of color with a longdeserved sense of hope.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

OPINIONS

The staff editorial was written this week by the
executive editors of the Collegian, editors-in-chief
Bailey Blaker ’18 and Gabrielle Healy ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You can contact them
at blakerb@kenyon.edu, healyg@kenyon.edu and
ellerl@kenyon.edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members of
the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect
the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members
of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200
words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and
appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Have cartoons
for us? Send
them to Tommy Johnson
at johnson1@
kenyon.edu

Email chains are for
lost keys, not debate
Over the past few weeks, several email chains —
clocking in at 24 and 40 messages each — flooded
inboxes across campus. These chains functioned as
a failed attempt at debate and a way for certain individuals to project a sense of ownership and authority
over the topics within the chain.
The discussions themselves are critically important, and that is why email chains, and the onslaught
of responses to them, are not a productive space for
them. Like most college students, our inboxes are inundated with message after message. Chain emails
are viewed as a nuisance if they even register at all.
There are better forums for starting campus-wide
discussion. Such conversations should happen inperson, when the opportunity for conversation leads
to just that: a conversation. The format of these email
chains limits the ability to have an open exchange of
thoughts and ideas instead of a mere projection of
these.
By using email chains as a platform for discussion about last week’s Planned Parenthood event
and the ensuing controversy, some of the individuals
involved effectively placed female autonomy and reproductive health on par with lost keys and jackets.
These emails are not readily accessible to the wider
public; instead they are only seen by a number of
students via residence hall email distribution lists.
Conversations taking place via this platform are selfindulgent.
The Planned Parenthood email chain is an example of this self-congratulatory attitude. The conversation, which dealt with the issue of sexual health
and vandalism on campus, consisted of predominantly male voices, some of whom were not engaging in good faith, but using the space to crack jokes.
It wasn’t conducted in a way that directly benefited
those who are affected by these issues — individuals
who identify as women.
Often when conversations of this nature occur,
those who hold more political influence and power
are those who are heard. This should not be the case.
It is the role of an ally to marginalized groups
to step back, and amplify the voices of those they
are trying to support. They should never work to
silence those who they are supposedly defending.
The most recent email chain is an example of a misguided attempt to be an ally to those who organized
the Planned Parenthood event, and that ultimately
served to stifle their voices and minimize the significance of the debate.
One-liners are never a good way to engage. We
should try, as much as possible, to elevate these issues to the level of discussion that they deserve.
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Battling gun violence at the voting booth
NATE ROSENBERG
COLUMNIST

When Director of Campus Safety Bob
Hooper spoke at Orientation Leader training in August 2017, he said it’s a matter of
when an active shooter situation will happen on Kenyon’s campus, not a matter of if.
A recent CNN article pointed out that “of
the 30 deadliest shootings in the US dating
back to 1949, 19 have occurred in the last 10
years.” These current trends and statistics
indicate that there will one day be an active
shooter on Kenyon’s campus. That is terrifying.
The shooting at Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Fla. reopened the gun
control debate last week. It did not take long
for people on the political right to say the
tragedy should not be exploited for the purpose of common sense gun control. This is
a mental health issue, not a gun issue, antigun control politicians and activists said.
This claim is ridiculous and offensive. It
stigmatizes people with mental illnesses,
which is dangerous. Beyond that, it ignores

the real issue. Ron Honberg, senior policy
adviser at the National Alliance on Mental
Illness, said to Politico, “It feels like mental
illness is being used as a political football
to deflect attention away from some other
important issues, like whether we need sensible gun control laws in this country.”
Other countries don’t have a chronic mass
shooting problem like the United States.
Don’t people in the Netherlands have mental health issues? Mass shootings are a specific, American problem. We can’t possibly
blame it on mental illness.
In 1996, there was a school shooting in
Scotland and 17 people were killed. What
did the United Kingdom do in response? It
outlawed handguns. Scotland hasn’t had a
school shooting since. Ireland, where I studied abroad in the spring of 2017, has some of
the strictest gun control laws in the world.
There is no right to own a gun there. They
have never had a mass shooting incident –
an event where there are at least four victims
– like the ones that happen in the U.S.
So what will it take to actually implement
gun control in this country? I am optimis-

tic. This time, survivors of the shooting —
high schoolers — implored elected officials
to implement common sense gun control.
The thoughts and prayers that President
Donald Trump and Senator Marco Rubio
(R-Fla.) offer don’t cut it for them or anyone.
I have hope for the future when I see my
generation take up this cause.
There is something else that gives me
hope in these troubled times: midterm
elections. We have a chance to vote out representatives who have an A+ rating from the
National Rifle Association (NRA). In November, we have the opportunity to vote out
Representative Bob Gibbs (R-Ohio7), who
believes that the Second Amendment “is a
God-given right of the people.” The NRA
also gave $2,000 to Gibbs in his most recent
campaign.It’s time we elected someone who
cares more about the God-given right to live
than the right to own guns. The lives of all
of us, whether we’re at Kenyon or anywhere,
are too precious.
Nate Rosenberg ’18 is a religious studies
major from Lancaster, Pa. You can contact
him at rosenbergn@kenyon.edu.

		

Kenyon Q’s: Dressing and dining etiquette
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
OPINIONS ASSISTANT

Hi Hannah,
What should I do if my favorite Peirce
salad dressing (berry balsamic/raspberry
vinaigrette) is always in the back? It is so far
away that every day I have to stretch my arm
as far as I can and either duck my head under
the glass or press my face against the sneeze
guard. This is actually a real problem I’m
having.
Sincerely,
Nick
Dear Nick,
That’s a pain, and as an avid user of the
Peirce salad bar, you have my sympathies.
Making a salad is a sacred practice, and it
wouldn’t be fair of me to suggest that you
settle for a lesser salad dressing, like ranch
or ginger soy. I know how gross it is to press
your face against the sneeze guard. Then
again, it’s equally gross for you to go underneath it and breathe on the salad toppings.
No one person should have that much power, especially during flu season.
I recommend developing your stretching
abilities to help you better reach the back of
the salad bar. The Vinyasa yoga classes at the
KAC are scheduled every day of the week except Saturday. A solid side plank or reverse

prayer pose opens your shoulders and helps
extend your arms’ reach. Additionally, the
mental serenity that practicing yoga provides
will help you keep your cool on the occasions
that Peirce runs out of berry balsamic or on
those frustrating days when you Just. Can’t.
Reach.
Another option requires remembering
the famous Gandhi quote, “Be the change
you want to see in the world.” Is it a cliché
quote? Maybe, but I’m taking a course on
Gandhi this semester, and that guy knew a
thing or two about inspiring social reform.
He believed in the power of nonviolent resistance, which is essentially taking every
(peaceful) measure you can to better your
situation.
So what could you do to change your
situation? Try leaving the berry balsamic
in the front of the dressing tray. Keep doing it until people think that’s where it belongs and follow your trend. Or befriend a
long-armed person to help you obtain those
hard-to-reach ingredients. Or ask one of the
AVI workers at the salad bar to hand you the
dressing. They’re usually happy to help when
you ask nicely.
Why is it okay to share a table on Old Side
but not on New Side or in the Alumni Dining
Room?

Sincerely,
Can I Sit Here?
Dear Sit Here,
This is an undeniable practice at Peirce, but
the best explanation I can give you is that Kenyon students are pretty content with keeping
to themselves and the people they know. On
Old Side, the long tables allow you and a friend
to sit at one end and someone else to sit at the
other without actually interacting with you. In
fact, you’d have to turn your head to see them,
so it’s easy for you and your friend to keep
your conversation between yourselves. Also, if
someone sits at the opposite end of an Old Side
table, it’s a good sign they have no intention of
joining you from 10 feet away.
The round and rectangular tables on New
Side and ADR, on the other hand, are much
cozier. No matter who’s sitting where, everyone is a part of the conversation. You can’t
share one of these tables and not socialize with
the others sitting there. Talk about awkward!
What are your burning questions? Don’t
know what to do about your hookup’s return
from a semester abroad? Trying to rein in reactions to out-of-control email threads? Submit
anonymously on tinyurl.com/kenyonqs or ask
Hannah Lee at leidyh@kenyon.edu and she can
offer the written equivalent of a hug.
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Through conversation, mortality is not as scary as it seems
Monthly Death Cafe provides a unique opportunity to escape fear and embrace the future.
a way that is unpredictable.
The two people who introduced
themselves after I did — one double,
A crowd gathered in Woollam the other triple my age — said they
House last Saturday morning for were also dealing with the same incake, coffee and a conversation about vincibility complex.
death. Faces that
Part
of
me
masked
quarterdreams that when
Living like you
life, midlife and
I am pushing 70, I
end-of-life
crises
will feel as invinciare invincible
filled the room. is like living like you are
ble as I do now. We
Jacki Mann, RN, a
were there trying to
dying, except you are
hospice nurse and
correct this mindset
facilitator of Gam- not dying.
through discussion.
bier’s first Death
We were promptCafe, asked everyed with quotes like
one to introduce themselves and give “Without death, there is no life,” and
the reason they came.
questions like “Which is worse: dy“Elizabeth,” I said, “sophomore — ing without saying goodbye or dying
because I’m young, I think I am in- a long, painful death?” After everyvincible, which might be a problem.” one contemplated their ideal funeral
I expected the Death Cafe to arrangements out loud, they claimed,
change my perspective on death, or either genuinely or falsely, to have acat least my perspective on living with cepted the idea of their own deaths.
the knowledge that I will one day die. It was then that I decided living with
Everyone should take advantage of some underlying sense of invincibilthe monthly Death Cafe because it ity is not as damaging as it initially
has the ability to alter our outlook in sounds.
ELIZABETH IDUMA
COLUMNIST

“

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Rooster
5. Unit of coal
9. Spin
14. “Once _ _ _ _ a December”
15. Exam type for MLL majors
16. Vietnamese capital
17. Complete, again
18. Home of Astana and
Mumbai
19. Formerly incarcerated
20. Namesake of Kenyon’s
environmental center, home
of 40-Across and 58-Across
23. Feasted
24. _ _ _ _ Karenina
25. Indian lentil dish
26. Complement of “chat”
30. Look over
35. Predecessor to Lincoln
39. Breakfast or lunch, for
example
40. Alliterative hiking trail,
named for Philander
43. On the ocean
44. Author of Common
Sense, to his friends
45. Pulses, like a headache
48. Ohio branch of a pollution-regulating federal office
49. Most days, there are two
varieties in Peirce Dining Hall
51. Bodily expulsion
55. Owners of one might be
pretty popular in Gambier
58. Named for Franklin

The idea that people should live
like they are dying is popular at events
like the Death Cafe. It’s because living
for tomorrow is just a watered-down
version of living your entire life in
preparation for an afterlife. Neither
tomorrow nor an afterlife are guaranteed. To most people, college feels like
the four-year purgatory in which you
must decide how you want to spend
the rest of your life. The most popular conclusion I hear my classmates
come to is that they want to be successful. Usually, success means financial stability and a foothold in the
upper-middle class. People will settle
for majors that guarantee them livable
paychecks because livable paychecks
make people think they are happy.
People do not choose, in any given
moment, to do what actually makes
them happy. Living like you are invincible is like living like you are dying, except you are not dying. You are
of sound mind and body, and you are
proud. It is living, not in the delusion
that we will go on forever, but without
fear of death, with total acceptance

that we will make mistakes and feel
pain.
I have previously associated being young with always dreaming of
the future and being old with always
wanting to relive the past. It was eyeopening to hear the experiences of
people who have lived much longer
than I have, who have lost more loved
ones than I have and who still express
how glad they are every day when they
wake up. Eye-opening partially because I take for granted how lucky I
am to be able to hear my alarm go off
every morning, but also because I saw
how familiar they are with pain and
loss, and how they still look forward
instead of back. We become liberated
to move forward always, shielded by
a lack of cowardice. Everyone should
attend at least one Death Cafe because accepting the inevitable end of
our lives allows us the freedom to live
without fear of it.
Elizabeth Iduma ’20 is a film major
from Silver Spring, Md. You can contact her at iduma1@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

Miller, former Professor of
Physics
63. Rule of thumb
65. Length times width, for
example
66. Double-reed instrument
67. Tubular pasta
68. Dryer resident
69. Miss Simone
70. The most powerful wand,
in Harry Potter
71. Queens baseball team
72. Make _ _ _ _ meet

breviated
29. Unspeakable
31. Prefix meaning “both”
32. Second noble gas
33. As opposed to beet
sugar
34. _ _ _phant
35. Rhymed with “swish,” by
Katy Perry
36. A manipulator
37. Opposite of order
38. “That’s Not My _ _ _ _,” by
The Ting Tings
40. Resident of the Great
Hall, sometimes
DOWN
41. File extension for C++
files
1. Reduce
42. Central structure in the
2. Carmen or Don Giovanni
Great Mosque in Mecca
3. Nucleotide trio
46. Post-WWII baby
4. Acknowledged
47. Hoagie
5. Can be made of meat,
50. Biblical poem
bread or sugar
52. Redeem
6. Bear spotted at 58-Across 53. Birdlike given name
7. Curse with Sectumsempra, 54. Palm leaf
in Harry Potter
55. A fashionable accessory
8. Flannel design
worn by superheroes
9. Third person contraction,
56. Can be doubled, tripled
unpunctuated
or even quadrupled
10. _ _ _ on, _ _ _ off
57. Watermelon skin
11. Andean empire
59. “Fifteen miles on the
12. Origin
_ _ _ _ Canal”
13. Determined by two
60. Musical by Jonathan
points
Larson
21. _ _ _ _ _ Libre
61. Cauldrons
22. Tail behind
62. Cries of approval
27. Luck
64. Xbox _ _ _, gaming con28. International Studies, ab- sole by Microsoft

Congratulations to Mary Liz Brady ’18, Austin Cody ’19, Hannah Vilas ’18 and Matt
Carney ’18 for co-solving last week’s puzzle! Did you finish this crossword? Be the
first to email a photo of your finished crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a
chance to get a shoutout!
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Lords finish injury-plagued season with loss against Hiram
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

KENYON
HIRAM

75
85

The Lords basketball season
ended on Saturday afternoon,
when the team lost their final game
of the regular season to Hiram
College, 87-75. The Lords finished
the season in ninth place in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) standings, missing a playoff berth by two games.
Saturday’s loss concluded an
up and down season for the Lords,
who finished with an overall record of 7-18 and an NCAC record
of 4-14. After starting the season 3-0, the Lords lost ten of their
next 11 games to fall deep into the
standings.
The Lords will lose seniors Phillip Crampton, Alex Laub, Alexander Powell and Will Sigl, who
are all graduating in the spring.
“Overall basketball at Kenyon was
great for me,” Sigl said. “Coming in

with a group of guys who have your
back was extremely helpful for me
academically and socially.”
This year, combo guard Matt
Shifrin ’19 led the Lords in scoring with 13.3 points per game
while shooting 46.8 percent from
the field and 41.7 percent from
three-point range. Ryan O’Neil ’20
paced the Lords with his 2.9 assists
per game, while Laub led the team
with 5.3 rebounds per game. Defensively, Sigl led the team in blocks
with 0.9 per game, despite ranking
only eighth on the team by playing only fifteen minutes per game.
Overall, the 0.9 blocks per game
ranked seventh in the NCAC.
This season marks the fifth
straight losing season for Lords
basketball under Head Coach Dan
Priest. Since their successful 201213 season, during which the Lords
went 16-11 and Priest won NCAC
Coach of the Year, the program has
not had a winning season, bottoming out at 5-21 in 2016-17. Overall,
since Priest took over, the Lords
have a cumulative record of 78-128,

an average record of 9.75 wins and
16 losses, and just one winning season.
“It was a disappointing season,” Sigl said. “We had high hopes
coming in, especially after the 3-0
start. We had injuries to key players
throughout.”
The primary reason for the
team’s struggles is their lack of success in high school recruitment, according to Sigl. Most of the colleges
Kenyon competes with for talent
are in the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) or are established national
contenders. For the high school
players the team recruits, Sigl said
that NESCAC schools are usually
closer to home. Appealing to recruits also comes down to recent
success. “It’s hard to overcome the
stigma of losing,” Sigl said. “A recruit will pick a winning program
simply because they have won if
the two schools are about even.”
Next year, the team will likely
rely on its current sophomore and
junior class. O’Neil, who started 13

Men’s lacrosse splits first
two games of 2018 season
JOSH WALMER
STAFF WRITER

W&J
KENYON

OHIO NORTHERN
KENYON

1
18

10
9

The Kenyon men’s lacrosse team
opened their season on Feb. 17 with
a dominant 18-1 win against the
Washington & Jefferson College
Presidents.
The Lords commanded both
sides of play, tallying 56 shots while
holding the Presidents scoreless until the fourth quarter. The Lords
controlled the ball for a majority
of the game and forced the Presidents to match their speed, hustling
to scoop 33 of 40 ground balls and
allowing only 14 turnovers to their
opponent’s 30.
The previous season was disappointing for the Lords. Their 6-7
record did not qualify for North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
playoffs for the first time since 2011.
“The goal that we set is, at minimal, to go to conference playoffs,”
defender and captain Brendan Cowie ’18 said. “This [2017] losing season occurred despite the team’s prolific offense, which averaged over 15
points per game.”
The loss of Kenyon’s leading scorers, Robert Jacobs ’17 and Alex Lopez ’17, leave some potential gaps in
the Lords’ attack. Jacobs and Lopez
combined for 59 of Kenyon’s goals
scored last season. But the Lords
have been carrying on successfully
without them, with Josh Galardi ’18
and Pierce Kraft ’18 rising to the occasion.

The resiliency of Galardi and
Kraft, among others, showed in
their match against the Ohio Northern University (ONU) Polar Bears.
Kraft scored early in the first
quarter. ONU answered quickly,
tying the game only a minute later. This back and forth continued
throughout the first half and into
the third quarter, during which Kenyon held a 6-5 lead.
It was in the final minutes of the
game that Ohio Northern pushed
past the Lords to take an 8-7 lead.
Kenyon’s Jonah Florence ’18, assisted by Galardi, came through to tie
the score, only for ONU to take the
lead 9-8 once more with fewer than
five minutes remaining. As the time
remaining dwindled to fewer than
two minutes, midfielder Joe Woody
’19 rose to the occasion with an unassisted goal carrying the game into
overtime. Kenyon continued to fight
throughout the extra period, finally
succumbing to the Polar Bears on a
goal with 44 seconds remaining.
“The first two opponents did
not test us, but tonight [against
Ohio Northern University] we got
punched in the mouth,” Cowie said.
“The coming game will be a good
test of our resolve and intestinal
fortitude.”
Hopefully, the experience gained
in this close-fought match against
a worthy opponent will prove useful to Kenyon’s young roster. The
lacrosse team’s 40-man roster features 17 first years and seven sophomores.
The Lords continue their season
on Feb. 24 during their home opener when they will face off against
Capital University.

ANNMARIE MORRISON

Ryan O’Neil ’20 dribbles up the court in Kenyon’s season finale.

games this past season, will return
for his third year with the program.
Carter Powell ’20, who started every game for the Lords this season except senior day, will return
for a third season. Powell was the
only Lord to average more than 0.5

blocks and 0.5 steals per game and
brings a much needed defensive
presence to the team. Liam Dwyer
’19, who did not play during this
past season because he was studying abroad in Spain, will rejoin the
team in the fall.

Ladies, Lords tennis thrive
during undefeated weekend
Lords

MADDIE MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

LADIES
DEPAUW

8
1

LORDS
WABASH

8
1

LORDS
DEPAUW

9
0
Ladies

Ladies tennis dominated another match this
past Sunday, pushing their season record to 3-0.
Facing off against the No. 25 ranked DePauw Tigers, No. 30 Kenyon brought home an 8-1 win.
The last time these two teams met was in last year’s
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Championships, where the Ladies pulled out a 5-4 win.
An early loss in doubles play was the only
match the Ladies lost in the whole competition.
In the No. 1 doubles slot, Diana Aboubakare ’18
and Erika Oku ’21 came back from a 5-2 gap to
win 8-6. Ceylan Can ’21 and Ilana Blackwood ’21
continued the winning trend with a 8-5 victory in
the No. 3 spot.
With a 2-1 lead, the Ladies began singles play.
They swept the entire field by winning every singles match in the competition. At No. 2, Oku increased Kenyon’s lead with a 6-3, 6-0 win. Grace
Winslow ’18 and Maggie Sweeney ’19 solidified the
Ladies’ match win with scores of 6-4, 6-4 and 6-4,
6-1, respectively.
Annie Reiner ’19 continued the winning streak
at No. 6 with a 2-6, 6-2, 6-1 win. Aboubakare ’18
cemented the Ladies’ command of the match with
a 6-4, 6-4 win at the No. 1 slot.
“We went in with the mentality that we were
going to have to fight for it, especially because of
our close win for the Conference Championship
last year,” Aboubakare said. “I think the whole
team played really well and showed up this weekend.”
Kenyon’s next match is against Centre College
on their home court this Saturday morning.

Lords tennis, ranked No. 25 in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III, came away this weekend with
two consecutive wins on the road. On Saturday, Kenyon prevailed with a 8-1 score on
Wabash College’s home court. On Sunday,
the Lords swept the DePauw Tigers with a 9-0
win in Indiana. The win against DePauw was
Kenyon’s ninth straight time triumphing over
the Tigers.
The first match win of the weekend came
from doubles team Bryan Yoshino ’21 and
Michael Liu ’18, winning 8-4. Sophomores
Austin Diehl and Jacob Zalenski followed
suit with a 8-5 win. The only loss of the entire
weekend for the Lords came from the doubles
team at No. 1.
“The best part of the weekend for us was
doubles,” Diehl ’20 said. “We won five of six
doubles matches on the weekend which is
good for us, regardless of the competition because doubles is normally our weakness.”
The Lords breezed by singles play, sweeping Wabash and DePauw in all 12 singles
matches this weekend. At Wabash, Nicholas
Paolucci ’19 led the winning streak with a
6-1, 6-1 win at No. 3. Diehl followed with 6-2,
6-3, and Zalenski would capture the winning
point for the Lords on Saturday with a 6-4,
6-7 (7-9), 6-3 win at No. 1. Yoshina, Liu and
Weston Noall ’18 continued the trend with
dominant wins in each of their matches.
At DePauw, Kenyon continued to cruise
in singles play starting with Noall’s 6-0, 6-0
shutout win at No. 6. At No. 2, Diehl won 6-3,
6-1 and Zalenski won with the same score at
No. 1. Liu, Paolucci and Yoshino sealed the
deal with their respective wins at the No. 5,
No. 1 and No. 4, spots respectively.
The Lords will next head to Florida between March 12 and 15 to compete against
Millsaps College, East Texas Baptist University, University of Rochester, University of Saint
Francis and Stevens Institute of Technology.
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Ladies crowned NCAC champions, Lords finish second
COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

NCAC Swimmer of the Year Crile Hart ’21 competes in the 200-yard IM at the conference championship. She would set an NCAC record in the 200 IM, clocking in at 1:59.70.
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

Ladies
The Ladies regained their spot as the
top team in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) last weekend, claiming the NCAC Championship banner for
the second time in three seasons. The Ladies finished 93 points ahead of the host
and defending champion Denison University to win their 25th overall NCAC
championship.
The star of the weekend was Crile Hart
’21, who won six of her seven events and
helped the Ladies score 377 of their 1,953
points. “Honestly it’s still a little surreal,”
Hart said. “Having the coaches be as excited as we were about everything that
happened on the pool deck has made the
whole experience unforgettable.”
During the meet she was awarded the
NCAC Newcomer of the Year award, the
NCAC Swimmer of the Year award. “[I
feel] very honored. I didn’t even know

those awards were a thing until I heard
my name and I heard screaming,” Hart
recalled.
Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 also
helped propel Kenyon to victory. OrbachMandel finished victorious in five of her
seven events, gaining 372 points for the
Ladies.
The victory this weekend was a culmination of what has been a magical season
for the Ladies. After finishing second in
the NCAC championships last year, and
third in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) championships, the
Ladies started the season ranked third
behind Emory University and Williams
College. Currently, the Ladies are ranked
first nationally according to the College Swimming Coaches Association of
America, and are favored to end Emory
University’s run of eight straight national
championships.
The next meet for the Ladies will take
place at the Kenyon Athletic Center on
Friday, during the Kenyon Fast Chance
Invitational. Then from March 21 to

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS HISTORY

This week in 1993, the
Kenyon men’s volleyball
club traveled to Case
Western Reserve University, where they took
part in an eight-team
tournament. As the
sixth seed in the tournament, Kenyon managed to find their way
to the finals, only to fall
to Kent State University.

March 24, the Ladies will attempt to win
their first national title since 2009 in Indianapolis.
Lords
The Lords swim and dive team finished second this weekend at the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
championships as Denison University extended their NCAC championship streak
to 10 straight years.
The meet started off positively for the
Lords, as Ryder Sammons ’19 won the
men’s three-meter diving competition
with a score of 456.30. He later became
the Lords’ only two-event winner by
sweeping the diving events with a 454.25
on the one-meter board. In two weeks,
Sammons will go to the Midwest Regional meet, where he will attempt to qualify
for his first National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) championship.
“It’s really exciting because it really sets
me up to take some momentum into the
regional meet at Chicago, and to possibly

be a role model to divers who are looking
to come to Kenyon,” Sammons said.
Sammons was later the first Lord presented with the NCAC Diver of the Year
award since 1997 as head diving coach
Ron Kontura was named NCAC Diving
Coach of the Year in his first year with the
Lords.
The only other Lord to win an event
was Connor Rumpit ’20 in the 500-yard
freestyle, and he did so in dramatic fashion. Rumpit and Dension sophomore
James Baker were within a second of each
other at every 50-meter interval. Despite
Baker starting to close in on Rumpit in
the final 50, Rumpit was able to finish 0.22
seconds ahead of Baker to win the race.
By the end, the Lords were unable to
keep up their lead once Denison’s superb
freestyle sprinters took over, and Denison
never looked back.
Next week at the Kenyon Fast Break
Invitational, the Lords will try to get their
final tune-up before the National Championship in Indianapolis after spring
break.

Ladies basketball surges into semi-finals
DYLAN GOODWIN
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
WOOSTER
KENYON
HIRAM
KENYON
WOOSTER

77
60
54
44
63
30

After ending the regular season with a pair of
victories against the College of Wooster and Hiram College, the Ladies
basketball team advanced
to the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
semifinals with another
victory against Wooster
on Tuesday.
Kenyon’s offensive exploded with a seasonhigh 77 points against
the Fighting Scots as the
Ladies ended up winning
by a score of 77-60. The
Ladies overwhelmed the
Scots from the start as
they scored 30 points in
the first quarter alone.

Sharon Hull ’19 led
the surge as she scored 21
points on 13 shots. Hull
was one of four players to
reach double-digit point
totals in the game. Griffin
Tullis ’18 scored 19, Jessica Gerber ’19 dropped
14 and Paige Matijasich
’20 finished with 10. The
Ladies were also able to
set their season-highs
in both field goals and
three-point shots in a
single game with 30 and
14, respectively.
Against Hiram, Matijasich started strong,
scoring the first six
points of the game, and
ultimately finishing with
17 points. Another key
contributor was Tullis,
who totaled 10 points
on eight attempts. Tullis
grabbed six rebounds and
three assists in the game.
The Ladies were able
to defeat the Terriers by
a score of 54-44, which

clinched them the No. 2
seed in the conference
tournament and homecourt advantage in their
first game. The Ladies
finished the regular season with an overall record of 20-5 and a conference record of 13-3.
In the first round of
the NCAC tournament,
the Ladies, as they did
two games prior, dismantled Wooster by a score of
63-30 to advance to the
semi-final round. The
Ladies’ defensive players were the stars of the
game, forcing 26 turnovers and limiting the
Fighting Scots to less than
ten points in every quarter. However, the Ladies
committed 18 turnovers,
a recurring struggle over
the past few weeks.
There has been an uptick in turnovers over the
past two weeks. In the
last two games of the reg-

ular season, the Ladies
committed 32 turnovers,
increasing their turnovers per game to 14.4.
Currently, the Ladies
rank fourth in turnover
margin with a +0.92. Two
weeks ago the Ladies’
turnover margin was at
+2.
Kenyon boasts the second-best three-point percentage in the conference,
only behind DePauw, and
the third-best field goal
percentage. The Ladies
also know how to play the
other side of the ball. The
Kenyon defense ranks
within the top three in
scoring defense, threepoint defense, defensive
field goal percentage and
rebounding margin.
The Ladies will face
Oberlin College in the
NCAC semifinal on Friday for the right to play
in the NCAC final on Saturday.

